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THE FRENCH POLICE STRIKE INTENSIFIES & DEMANDS MORE MEANS AND
FASTER JUSTICE
PRESIDENT HOLLANDE TO MEET POLICE UNION

Paris, Washington DC, 24.10.2016, 22:39 Time

USPA NEWS - In Lille, have gathered at the Republic Square has 200 300 police expressing fed and chanting that "justice is too lax"
and the lack of resources and lack of recognition " Their chanted slogan “small are no longer afraid of the greatest "The French
President Hollande will meet the police union soon.

THE POLITIC SIDE REACTS VERY WEAKLY FACE THE SITUATION OF STRIKE POLICE--------------------------------
Today in Lille, have gathered at the Republic Square has 200 300 police expressing fed and chanting that "justice is too lax" and the
lack of resources and lack of recognition " Their chanted slogan “small are no longer afraid of the greatest "
ALAIN JUPPE CANDIDATE OF THE REPUBLICAN PRIMARY CALLS FOR 10 000 RECRUITING POLICEMEN
This is an extreme dune crisis gravitates to the forces of the ogre. State Aurore is weakened and discredits for the head of lette. It must
enforce ulprdrde with means must wait for the five-year period to recruit as, had advocated the recruitment of 10,000 police officers.
And alignment of conditions for self-defense police on those gendarmes. " In fact more than 1000 policemen manifesto Lyon. Others
also followed suit in Nice, Lille and Paris and movement intensifies because anger is always great and general. In Nice the policemen
gathered for several days in a general protest. In Toulouse firefighters are joining their protest in solidarity. In Montpellier, a large
demonstration was held in the main square of the city "comedy".
POLICE STRIKE S "AMPLIFIED AND THEY" OPPOSE THE SYSTEM OF JUSTICE-------------------------------------------
We have the alignment problem of the conditions of self-defense between the police and the gendarmerie "said Alain Juppe.
The National Union of Magistrates retorted that "Justice reacts fast and fair manner." While the police union UNSA replied "We ask a
loop" Justice-Police-population ", according to UNSA (The French Police Union)

What is disturbing is the opposition between police unions and those of the judiciary who are opposed in this time of crisis: On the one
hand Cops accuse justice "not to act quickly and well" and not quickly validate convictions, which give a sense of impunity to condemn
that DUCOUP taunt the police. On the other side, justice, replied that she had never had to deal as much business and found the
convictions last 3 years and the work was faster than usual.
In any case, the two institutions normally the strongest and strong a country like France is shaken by these events and if the police she
even complains of not feeling sufficiently protected by the state and fearful face criminal by lack of resources and freedom of action.
Dominique Perben former Minister of Justice, (Republicans) says that the police have the impression that what they do on one side,
the defeated justice on the other, hence, the perpetrators no longer fear, and feel with impunity in position to reoffend. The
unprecedented situation of such tension between these two major institutions of the country, means that the President of the Republic
will receive her even earlier this week the striking police unions already since 5 days. The beginning of next week also coincides, by
chance calendar was the evacuation of the Calais jungle, Monday, October 24, 1250 normally framed by police under heavy escort of
migrants to the new area provided for .... /
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